Pithy Protection: *Nicotiana attenuata*'s Jasmonic Acid-Mediated Defenses Are Required to Resist Stem-Boring Weevil Larvae
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Folivory is the best studied plant-herbivore interaction, but it is unclear whether the signaling and resistance traits important for the defense of leaves are also important for other plant parts. Larvae of the tobacco stem weevil, *Trichobaris mucorea*, burrow into stems of *Nicotiana attenuata* and feed on the pith. Transgenic *N. attenuata* lines silenced in signaling and foliar defense traits were evaluated in a 2-year field study for resistance against attack by naturally occurring *T. mucorea* larva. Plants silenced in early jasmonic acid (JA) biosynthesis (antisense [as]-lipoxgenase3 [lox3]; inverted repeat [ir]-allene oxide cyclase), JA perception (as-coronatine insensitive1), proteinase inhibitors (ir-pi), and nicotine (ir-putrescine methyl-transferase) direct defenses and lignin (ir-cad) biosynthesis were infested more frequently than wild-type plants. Plants unable to emit C6 aldehydes (as-hpl) had lower infestation rates, while plants silenced in late steps in JA biosynthesis (ir-acyl-CoA oxidase, ir-opr) and silenced in diterpene glycoside production (ir-geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate synthase) did not differ from wild type. Pith choice assays revealed that ir-putrescine methyl-transferase, ir-coronatine insensitive1, and ir-lox3 pith, which all had diminished nicotine levels, were preferred by larvae compared to wild-type pith. The lack of preference for ir-lox2 and ir-cad piths, suggest that oviposition attraction and vascular defense, rather than pith palatability accounts for the higher attack rates observed for these plants. We conclude that traits that influence a plant’s appearance, stem hardness, and pith direct defenses all contribute to resistance against this herbivore whose attack can be devastating to *N. attenuata*'s fitness.

The singer-songwriter Paul Simon sang about the “50 ways to leave your lover”; plants have at least as many ways of coping with their insect herbivores, and insect herbivores have at least as many ways of attacking plants, given the great diversity of feeding modes among insect taxa (Strong et al., 1984). However, the vast majority of studies that examine the plant-herbivore interaction have focused on herbivores feeding on leaves: folivores (Haukioja and Koricheva, 2000). Only a few have examined stem feeders, and of these most describe stem feeders on monocotyledonous hosts (Ordás et al., 2002; Soengas et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2009). Stem feeders on monocotyledonous plants basically feed on modified leaves since most monocots are herbaceous and do not have the ability to increase stem width via secondary growth, and lack stem structures such as pith, and secondary xylem. Many of the stem feeders on dicotyledenous hosts are coleopterans, such as the long-horned beetle *Dectes texanus* that feeds on soybean (*Glycine max*) or sunflower (*Helianthus annuus*) stalks (Charlet et al., 2009), the specialist weevil, *Rhyssomatus lineaticollis*, found in the stems of the common milkweed, *Asclepias syriaca* (Fordyce and Malcolm, 2000), or the stem weevil *Listronotus setosipennis* that consumes stems of *Parthenium hysterophorus* (Wild et al., 1992). Weevils are the most common stem-boring beetles.

Weevils are classified in the superfamily, Curculionoidea, which contains about 62,000 species and approximately 6,000 described genera (Thompson, 1992; Kuschel, 1995), and as such, they represent one of the most specious groups of herbivorous beetles with the broadest geographical range. They occur in the humid tropics, subaquatic, desert, tundra, and other environments at nearly all latitudes and altitudes with all vegetation types (Arnett et al., 2002). Collectively, weevils feed on nearly every plant taxon (Anderson, 1998; Arnett et al., 2002), all conditions (living, dead, dying, and decaying), and all plant parts such as roots, stems, leaves, flowers, fruits, or seeds (Freude and Harde, 1999; Arnett et al., 2002). The genus *Trichobaris* is North American in distribution with 12 described species (O’Brien and Wibmer, 1982). *Trichobaris compacta* for example, feeds within stalks of *Datura wrightii* as does *T. mucorea*, albeit within another solanaceous plant, *Nicotiana attenuata* (Barber, 1935).
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N. attenuata, like other plants, uses both direct and indirect defenses to protect itself against herbivore attack. Direct defenses include toxins, antidigestive proteins, and mechanical barriers that directly affect the susceptibility or performance of herbivores. Protease inhibitors (PIs; antidigestive proteins) are inducible by wounding and herbivory and influence herbivore performance by inhibiting insect digestive enzymes (Koiva et al., 1997; Tamayo et al., 2000). Toxic compounds (e.g. alkaloids such as nicotine, terpenoids, phenolics) poison generalist herbivores and force specialists to invest resources in detoxification mechanisms that, in turn, incur growth and development costs (Walling, 2000; Howe and Jander, 2008).

The vast majority of research on direct defenses has focused on their effects on leaf feeders, but defenses against leaf feeders are likely to be different from those against leaf miners or stem borers, either because the tissues or organs attacked have different fitness values to the plant (Mckey, 1979; Zangerl and Bazazz, 1992) or because internal plant morphology, physiology, and metabolism interferes with the uniform deployment of chemical defenses (Jones et al., 1993). The relative allocation of chemical defenses should depend on the relative fitness value of tissues or structures to the plant and their probability of being attacked (Feeny, 1976; Rhoades and Cates, 1976; Mc Key, 1979; Rhoades, 1979; Nitao and Zangerl, 1987; Zangerl and Bazazz, 1992; Zangerl and Nitao, 1998). Berenbaum et al. (1986) showed that higher defense investment in reproductive tissues was associated with higher fitness for the plant. Furthermore, tissues that are low in nutrients for herbivores are assumed to have lower concentrations of defense compounds, due to their likely lower probabilities of being attacked. For example, stem tissues, which are thought to be nutritionally deficient as a result of their high cellulose and lignin contents, may be low in defenses (Zangerl and Bazazz, 1992) but this does not take into account the large negative fitness effects commonly associated with the attack of stems and other structural parts of a plant (Strong et al., 1984; Karban and Baldwin, 1997). Indeed stems may be protected by unique chemistries for exactly this reason. Fordyce and Malcolm (2000) showed that the piths of milkweeds contained nonpolar cardenolids that may be particularly toxic against the larvae of the milkweed weevil R. lineaticollis. Other studies have found stem-associated terpenoids to function as feeding deterrents or repellants (Nordlander, 1990; Lindgren et al., 1996) or toxins (Cook and Hain, 1988; Raffa and Smallay, 1995; Werner, 1995) to bark beetles and pine weevils.

Direct defenses are complemented by the indirect defenses of a plant, like the herbivory-induced emissions of volatile organic compounds that attract carnivorous organisms to feeding herbivores (Dicie, 1999). The induction of predator-attracting plant volatiles was first demonstrated for foliage-feeding mites (Dicie and Sabelis, 1988; Dicie et al., 1990) and caterpillars (Turlings et al., 1990), but found later also for root feeders (van Tol et al., 2001; Rasmann et al., 2005), seed feeders (Steidle et al., 2005), and stem borers (Potting et al., 1995). Stem borer larvae have a broad range of natural enemies, which are able to locate and attack the larvae that feed inside plant tissues (Baker et al., 1949; Smith et al., 1993). Some parasitoids use volatile terpenoid cues to locate stem-boring larvae deep within stems (Roth et al., 1982; Ding et al., 1989; Ma et al., 1992).

N. attenuata uses a combination of toxins and digestibility reducing defenses, both of which are elicited by herbivore attack. Trypsin protease inhibitors (TIps) are an effective component of this inducible defensive system that reduces the performance of folivores by targeting their main proteolytic digestive enzymes (van Dam et al., 2000; Glawe et al., 2003; Zavala and Baldwin, 2004; Horn et al., 2005; Zavala et al., 2008; Bezzi et al., 2010). Nicotine, a neurotoxin, generally reduces consumption by a variety of herbivores (Steppuhn et al., 2004). For example, the damage caused by the flea beetle Epitrix hirtipennis was significantly higher for plants silenced in their nicotine production (inverted repeat [ir]-putrescine methyl-transferase [pmt]) compared to wild-type plants (Steppuhn et al., 2008). TIPS and nicotine function synergistically against generalist herbivores that increase their consumption in response to the ingestion of TIPS (Steppuhn and Baldwin, 2007). In addition, N. attenuata uses indirect defenses such as volatile organic compounds, which attract predators of Manduca sexta eggs and larvae (Halitschke et al., 2000; Kessler and Baldwin, 2001).

Both direct and indirect defenses are elicited by the jasmonate (JA) signaling cascade. The phytohormone JA, as well as its precursors and derivatives are synthesized via the octadecanoid pathway (Creelman and Mullet, 1997; Schaller et al., 2004; Wasternack, 2007). Linolenic acid is released from chloroplast membranes in response to different biotic and abiotic stimuli, and is oxygenated by a 13-lypoxigenase (13-LOX). The resulting 13(S)-hydroperoxylinolenic acid is dehydrated by allene oxide synthase and cyclized by allene oxide cyclase (AOC), yielding 12-oxophytodienoic acid (OPDA). The reduction of this cyclopentenone is catalyzed by OPDA reductase (OPR3) in the peroxisome, and followed by three cycles of $\beta$-oxidation resulting in JA, which itself serves as a precursor for JA derivatives such as JA-amino acid conjugates or methyl JA (Fig. 1).

Plants that have been genetically engineered to accumulate less JA (Halitschke and Baldwin, 2003; Kessler et al., 2004) or are unable to respond to JA (Paschold et al., 2007) have been used to demonstrate that JA acts as a major transducer of signals that are essential for plant defense. To examine more closely the interactions between stem-feeding herbivores and plants, we used N. attenuata plants silenced in various functions known to influence the performance of folivorous insects such as the production and induction of direct and indirect defenses. We compared infestation rates of T. mucorea larvae silenced in production of enzymes involved in early (antisense asl-lox3, ir-aoc) and late (ir-opr3, ir-acyl-coenzyme A oxidase...
[acx] stages of JA biosynthesis or perception (ascoratine insensitive1 [coi1]), silenced in direct defenses such as PIs (ir-pi) or nicotine (ir-pmt), or silenced in the production of C₆ aldehydes (as-hpl, ir-lox2) or diterpene glycosides (DTGs; ir-geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate synthase [ggpps]). In addition, we compared infestation rates of T. mucorea larvae in plants silenced in genes that influence stem characteristics such as the lignin content (ir-cad) of stems, the tissue through which larvae must burrow to enter the pith. Higher infestation rates in plants with diminished direct defenses were correlated with higher pith palatability; so were plants impaired in the early JA biosynthesis steps and JA perception. Ir-cad and ir-lox2 piths on the other hand were not preferred over wild type in pith choice assays by T. mucorea larvae. In comparison however ir-cad plants showed higher infestation rates than as-hpl (as a replacement for ir-lox2) plants in the field, suggesting that the susceptibility of these plants cannot be attributed solely to characteristics of the pith.

RESULTS

Life Cycle of T. mucorea Champion, G.C.

T. mucorea adults are first observed in March emerging from their overwintering sites. Female T. mucorea adults lay their oval, light-yellow eggs at the base of the just-elongating N. attenuata stems from which the almost transparent larvae hatch. The young larva likely feed within a cavity that the female adult beetle creates during oviposition and then tunnels through the vascular bundle and into the pith of its host plant, N. attenuata (Woodside, 1949). Usually only one larva is found per plant, but occasionally (in 10.8% of the plants for the 2009 field season) two or three larvae were found infesting one plant (data not shown). At the end of its feeding period (end of June/beginning of July), larvae burrow into the base of the stem via the hollowed-out pith and excavates a partial exit hole through the vascular bundles and epidermal layers to the outside of the stem, presumably to facilitate the exit of the adult, and pupates. In August the adults emerge from the stems and likely overwinter in dried and senescent N. attenuata stems or in other protected cavities (Figs. 2 and 3).
Infestation Rates of *T. mucorea* among Different *N. attenuata* Genotypes

*N. attenuata* produces many secondary metabolites that function as inducible defenses, most of which are elicited by the JA-signaling pathway. Silencing the genes responsible for the biosynthesis of the JA cascade that mediates the induction of TPIs and nicotine, makes plants highly susceptible to herbivore attack (Halitschke and Baldwin, 2003; Steppuhn et al., 2004; Zavala and Baldwin, 2004) and demonstrates their function as direct defenses (Fig. 1). To evaluate the effect of *N. attenuata*’s secondary metabolites on *T. mucorea*, we compared the rates of infestation of *T. mucorea* larvae among these transformed *N. attenuata* lines during the 2009 field season (Fig. 4). The infestation percentage in wild-type plants was independent of planting time and averaged 25% ± 1% (SE). All plants used for this experiment were planted within 1 week in May. Three subsets of wild-type plants planted on different days within this week showed no differences in *T. mucorea* infestation (Supplemental Fig. S5). Silencing PI production and nicotine accumulation significantly increased infestations with *T. mucorea* to 73% (Fisher’s exact probability test; *P* < 0.001).

To further explore the role of JA signaling in modulating *T. mucorea* behavior, we used transgenic *N. attenuata* plants silenced in both early JA biosynthesis steps (including as-lox3 and ir-aoc) as well as late JA biosynthesis steps (ir-opr3 and ir-acx), and JA perception (as-coi1). As-lox3 and ir-aoc plants show up to 2-fold-higher susceptibility to *T. mucorea* than wild-type plants (as-lox3: *P* = 0.01; ir-aoc: *P* = 0.09) whereas infestation rates in ir-acx and ir-opr3 were reduced to 12% and 17%, respectively, and did not differ significantly from wild-type plants (Fig. 4). Plants impaired in JA perception (as-coi1) in turn, had a 2.4-fold-higher infestation rate when compared to wild-type plants (*P* = 0.027).

The tendency of as-hpl plants to be less frequently infested (*P* = 0.166) than wild-type plants suggests that the release of green leaf volatiles (GLVs), which are reduced in as-hpl plants to 30% of the amounts released by wild-type plants (Halitschke et al., 2004), might play a role in the *T. mucorea*-*N. attenuata* interaction.

Furthermore we investigated the effects of lignin, which confers mechanical strength to cell walls on the performance of *T. mucorea* by using plants silenced in cinnamyl-alcohol-dehydrogenase (ir-cad) that had significantly reduced lignin content (H. Kaur, I. Galis, and I.T. Baldwin, unpublished data). *T. mucorea* infested ir-cad plants at a significantly higher rate than wild-type plants, suggesting that decreased stem lignin contents facilitates larval entry (*P* = 0.0343).

We also examined plants silenced in DTG production (ir-ggpps), as these plants suffer significantly more damage from folivorous herbivores in *N. attenuata*’s native habitat than wild-type plants (Heiling et al., 2010). *T. mucorea* weevils however did not discriminate between ir-ggpps and wild-type plants (*P* = 0.483; Fig. 4).
**T. mucorea** Pith Choice Tests

Since *T. mucorea* larvae consume and tunnel through the pith of *N. attenuata* plants, and do not feed on leaves, we needed to determine whether differences in food quality of the pith itself or other stem traits that present barriers to the initial infestation steps (epidermal, vascular bundles) were responsible for the differences in observed infestation rates. Therefore pith sandwiches (Supplemental Fig. S1, A and B) were made by pairing split stem halves with their associated pith of one genotype with wild-type stem halves, as shown in Supplemental Figure S1. In 24-h choice tests (Fig. 5), more than twice the number of larvae choose to feed on ir-pi and ir-pmt piths instead of wild-type piths. When given choices between as-cot1/wild type and as-lox3/wild type, the larvae’s choice against wild-type pith was even stronger (*P* < 0.001). Comparisons between wild-type and empty vector (EV) pith were performed to control for any possible transformation-related differences in pith characteristics; none were found as 50% of the larvae fed on wild-type and 50% on EV pith. Larvae did not distinguish between wild-type and ir-lox2 (plants silenced in LOX2 that supplies hydroperoxide fatty acids to HPL and GLV biosynthesis; Allmann et al., 2010) pith. Ir-lox2 plants were used as a replacement for as-hpl plants since as-hpl plants did not perform well in 2010 field season when the pith assays were conducted. Ir-lox2 plants phenocopy as-hpl plants in their highly reduced GLV emissions compared to wild-type plants.

Clear binary choices were made by larvae in 78.9% of the bioassays. In 21.1% of the assays, larvae did not choose between one genotype or the other. These no choice data were excluded from the analysis.

**Secondary Metabolites in N. attenuata Piths**

To investigate the effect of PI production in pith on *T. mucorea* behavior, the plant piths were analyzed for PI activity after wounding and *M. sexta* oral secretion (OS) elicitation, a treatment that is known to dramatically increase PI transcripts and activity in leaves (Zavala and Baldwin, 2004; Zavala et al., 2008). Pith of *N. attenuata* wild-type and ir-pi plants was wounded by making punctures into the stem and adding water only or water and *M. sexta* OS (as a positive control) to the holes, or left unwounded in controls. No PIs could be detected either in wild-type or in ir-pi piths independent of elicitation treatment (Supplemental Fig. S2).

Nicotine on the other hand did show significant differences among wild-type pith and pith from as-lox3 and ir-pmt plants (Fig. 6). While pith of ir-pmt plants had almost no detectable nicotine, as-lox3 pith was also very low with approximately one-fifth the amount of nicotine than that of wild-type pith. These results suggest that nicotine levels play an important role in determining the palatability of piths to *T. mucorea* larvae.

To determine whether DTG levels differed in the piths of wild-type and ir-gerpss plants, DTG aglycone contents were measured and ir-gerpss pith showed significantly less aglycone than wild-type pith, which had values almost twice those found in ir-gerpss pith (Supplemental Fig. S4). Aglycone contents were measured to rigorously quantify the total DTG amounts since aglycone is the basic fragment ion common to all 16 known DTGs of *N. attenuata* leaves (Heiling et al., 2010).

The ratio of dry to fresh mass of wild-type *N. attenuata* leaves and piths was measured (Supplemental Fig. S3). The dry:fresh mass ratio of *N. attenuata* pith was significantly higher than that of leaves.

**DISCUSSION**

The life cycles of most organisms are constrained by the seasonality of resources and the timing of *N. attenuata*’s initiation of stem growth and flowering represents a particularly strong phenological constraint for the tobacco stem weevil. Adults must oviposit just before the initiation of stem elongation so that neonate larvae can enter the newly developing pith to complete development in stems without killing the plant. Since *T. mucorea* larvae do not survive very long when removed from stems, it is very unlikely that they can move from one plant to another. Hence the adult beetles must be able to identify plants at the rosette stage of growth that will develop sufficiently.
Significant differences among genotypes (ANOVA; *P* < 0.01).

**Figure 6.** Nicotine concentrations of pith from as-lox3 and ir-pmt plants are lower than those from wild-type plants. Values are relative concentrations of nicotine per gram fresh mass (FM) accumulated in the pith of wild-type (black bar), as-lox3 (dark-gray bar), and ir-pmt (light-gray bar) plants. Pith samples were taken from plants growing in a field plot in the Great Basin Desert in Southwestern Utah, which were infested by the natural occurring herbivores. Different letters indicate significant differences among genotypes (ANOVA; *P* < 0.01).

Larger stems later in the season for their larvae to complete development. The density of *T. mucorea* larvae within tobacco stalks differed significantly among different transgenic *N. attenuata* lines, suggesting that direct and indirect defenses that have been shown to be important against folivores in *N. attenuata* are also important against this stem-boring herbivore. The analysis revealed many differences between resistance traits important for these two feeding guilds, but the strength of the conclusions that we can draw are constrained by our inability to culture this herbivore and thereby experimentally infest plants.

Infestation can be separated into three distinct stages: (1) identification by adult weevils of plants in the appropriate stage of growth and with the appropriate potential for future growth and oviposition; (2) hatching and larval entrance into the newly developing pith; and (3) growth and completion of development in the pith. Our experiments provide data on all three steps combined (Fig. 4) and the last step (Fig. 5) and from these, we draw inferences about the traits that are relevant for resistance.

The inferences that we can draw from our evaluation of larval preferences on the pith of the different lines are also limited. First, we are limited to one generation of larvae per year, and these must match the availability of the different transgenic lines of plants, and second that many of the larvae were damaged during extraction from stems and couldn’t be used for bioassays. In addition, previous dietary experience (most were harvested from wild-type plants) may influence the preference and performance of larvae. Despite all of these caveats, the consistency of larval choices in the pith assays and the congruence of the field infestation data with the pith choice data were remarkable. We found no evidence of parasitized or predated larvae and hence can say very little about the role of indirect, volatile mediated defenses in the resistance to *T. mucorea*. Such indirect defenses may be particularly effective against neonate larvae when they are just entering stems and hence are particularly vulnerable to predation. If it was possible to culture *T. mucorea*, experimental infestations of plants deficient in indirect defenses would be possible and thereby strengthen the inferences that we can currently draw about these resistance traits, which we discuss next.

GLVs can have diverse defense functions such as direct repellents or toxins on insects (De Moraes et al., 2001; Kessler and Baldwin, 2001; Vancanneyt et al., 2001). The reduced infestation rate of *N. attenuata* plants unable to produce GLVs (as-hpl; Fig. 4) suggests that these plants are invisible to the adult weevils, which may not oviposit on these plants. GLVs are also known to function as feeding stimulants for some lepidopteran larvae, such as *M. sexta*, which consumes less from as-hpl plants unless the plants are supplemented with synthetic GLVs (Halitschke et al., 2004; Meldau et al., 2009). However for *T. mucorea*, GLVs do not function as feeding stimulants, as larvae didn’t prefer wild-type piths over ir-lox2 piths (Fig. 5), which like as-hpl plants, are greatly reduced in their GLV’s emissions compared to wild-type plants, because LOX2 specifically supplies hydroperoxide substrates for HPL in *N. attenuata* (Allmann et al., 2010). We used ir-lox2 plants for the pith choice assays, since as-hpl plants did not perform well during the 2010 field season.

To tunnel into *N. attenuata*’s stem and feed on the pith, the larvae of *T. mucorea* must cope with the biomechanical properties of the stem and tissue toughness has long been thought to be an important defense against herbivores (Feeny, 1970; Choong, 1996; Massey et al., 2006; Hanley et al., 2007), perhaps even influencing the composition of insect herbivore communities (Peeters et al., 2007). Lignin dramatically influences the biomechanical properties of plants and is known to influence resistance against insects and pathogens (Kiedrowski et al., 1992; Zabala et al., 2006; Íthal et al., 2007; Lao et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2009). In *N. attenuata* stems, a majority of the lignin is produced in basal portions, as is clearly seen from the pattern of accumulation of red pigments in the ir-cad plants (H. Kauer, I. Galis, and I.T. Baldwin, unpublished data). Cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase proteins function in lignin biosynthesis and silencing cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase in *N. attenuata* results in higher infestation rates of *T. mucorea* larvae (Fig. 4). Unfortunately ir-cad plants did not perform well during the 2010 field season and the pith-sandwich experiments shown in Figure 5 could be performed with only three replicates (data not shown). One larva chose ir-cad and one wild-type pith while the third larva did not feed, which suggests that characteristics of the pith in ir-cad plants are not responsible for the greater infestations of these plants and that the ease of penetration through the un lignified vas
cular bundles of these plants is more likely the explanation.

Our results clearly point to an important role played by chemical defenses in the pith. Pith, with its marginally higher dry mass content than leaves (Supplemental Fig. S3) was thought to be unprotected starch, located in a tissue with a low metabolic rate (Lavee and Galston, 1968), consistent with the expectations of a role in storage. *T. mucorea* larvae however show clear preferences for the pith of different transgenic lines. Ir-pi and ir-pmt plants for example show a positive correlation between their infestation rates (Fig. 4) and palatability (pith choice test; Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. S1), suggesting that chemical traits of the pith is as important as the characteristics of the layers that surround and protect the pith.

In wild type as well as in ir-pi pith, and even in OS-elicited pith, PI levels were not detectable (Supplemental Fig. S2). van Dam et al. (2001) showed that PI levels in stems of *N. attenuata* did not increase after methyl-JA treatment and were at basal levels. The reason why these authors detected trace levels of PIs in the stems is likely because they included the epidermis of the stem in the analysis. Why *T. mucorea* larvae prefer ir-pi plants in the pith choice tests remains unclear. One explanation could be an altered total protein content as it has been shown for the nectar of ir-pi plants (Bezzi et al., 2010).

In contrast to PIs, wild-type pith contains substantial amount of nicotine and the concentration of this toxin is substantially reduced in the pith of ir-pmt plants (Fig. 6) that likely accounts for the strong preference for ir-pmt piths by *T. mucorea* larvae. Both nicotine and PIs are inducibly regulated by the JA-signaling cascade, the first biosynthetic step of which is catalyzed by LOXs. In *N. attenuata* the wound- and herbivore-elicited increase in JA accumulation is dependent on the expression of NaLOX3 (Fig. 1) and pith nicotine levels are significantly lower in as-lox3 plants (Fig. 6). Since nicotine is a very effective deterrent to *T. mucorea* larvae, it is not surprising, that as-lox3 plants have significantly higher infestation rates (Fig. 4), and are preferred over wild-type plants (Fig. 5).

Another early JA biosynthetic enzyme is AOC (Fig. 1). Like ir-lox3, ir-aoc plants are more susceptible to *T. mucorea* larvae although the effects are not as strong (Fig. 4). For Arabidopsis and potato (*Solanum tuberosum*) leaves it is known that OPDA (the precursor of JA) as well as the levels of the related compound, dinor OPDA also increase after wounding or herbivore attack (Weber et al., 1973; Reymond et al., 2000, 2004), suggesting a direct defensive role of OPDA (Koch et al., 1999; Stintzi et al., 2001). OPDA is not produced in both ir-lox3 and ir-aoc lines, which might account for the higher infestation rates by *T. mucorea* larvae in comparison to wild-type plants. When the JA biosynthetic pathway is dissected into early and late steps, additional patterns emerge. *N. attenuata* plants silenced in the late steps of JA biosynthesis (ir-opr and ir-acx; Fig. 1) do not show higher infestation rates by *T. mucorea* larvae (Fig. 4) and these plants are still able to produce OPDA, consistent with the hypothesis that OPDA functions as a direct defense in resisting *T. mucorea* attack.

Recent studies provide evidence that the mechanism of OPDA signaling is distinct from that involved in the perception of JA-derived signals such as JA-Ile (Taki et al., 2005; Thines et al., 2007). Much of our understanding of the role of JAs in plant-insect interactions has come from the analysis of mutants that fail to perceive JA/methyl JA (Devoto and Turner, 2005). In particular, mutants that are defective in the COI1 gene are impaired in all JA-signaling processes and are highly susceptible to a variety of herbivores (Reymond et al., 2000; Stintzi et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2005; Mewis et al., 2005; Paschold et al., 2007; Zarate et al., 2007). *N. attenuata* ir-coi plants are also highly susceptible to *T. mucorea* larvae and almost 60% of all plants of this genotype had *T. mucorea* larvae in their stems in the 2009 field season. Moreover, the ir-coi pith was highly preferred to the pith of wild-type plants, which might be explained by the positive feedback loop between COI signaling and JA biosynthesis described in Paschold et al. (2007). Recent work with JA and OPDA has shown that both function as signaling molecules that elicit the expression of overlapping but distinct sets of genes; JA induces a set of COI1-dependent genes, while OPDA elicits a set of largely COI1-independent genes (Stintzi et al., 2001; Taki et al., 2005).

From this study, it is clear that we have underestimated the ability of dicots to defend their piths and that the defenses used differ subtly from those used to protect leaves.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Plant Material and Growing Conditions**

Wild-type *Nicotiana attenuata* Torr. Ex. Watson. plants originated from seeds collected on the Desert Inn ranch in Utah in 1988 (Baldwin, 1998). Seeds of wild-type and genetically transformed plants were sterilized and incubated in 0.1 m gibberellic acid (www.carl-roth.de) and 1:50 diluted liquid smoke (V/v; House of Herbs) before being germinated on Gamborg's B5 medium (Duchefa) as described previously (Kruegel et al., 2002). The transformed plants have been fully characterized in previous work and the following lines were used: ir-coi, which is unable to perceive JA (Paschold et al., 2007); as-lox3 silenced in 13-lox, ir-aoc, ir-opr3, and ir-acx (M. Kallenbach, G. Bonaventure, and I.T. Baldwin, unpublished data), which are silenced in various steps in JA biosynthesis (Halitschke and Baldwin, 2003); ir-pmt silenced in the patrescine N-methyltransferase genes, nicotine biosynthetic enzymes (Steppuhn et al., 2004); as-tpi silenced in TPI, TPIs production (Zavala and Baldwin, 2004); and as-lpx silenced in hydroxyproline lysase that is essential for C3 volatile production (Halitschke et al., 2004); ir-coi silenced in a key step in lignin production (H. Kaur, I. Galis, and I.T. Baldwin, unpublished data); and ir-ggps silenced in a key step in DTG production (Heiling et al., 2010).

Fifteen days after germination, seedlings were transferred into previously hydrated 50-mm peat pellets (jiffy 703, http://www.jiffypot.com) and gradually adapted to the environmental conditions of high sun and low relative humidity of the Great Basin Desert habitat over 14 d by keeping the seedlings in the shade. Adapted size-matched seedlings were transplanted into an irrigated field plot at the Lytle Ranch Preserve. Seedlings were watered every other day until roots were established. The release of transgenic plants was carried out under Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service release 06-242-03e.
For experiments shown in Figures 6 and 7, seeds were germinated on Gamborg’s B5 at a 26°C/16 h 155 µm s⁻¹ m⁻² light; 24°C/8 h dark cycle (Percival). Plants were grown in the glasshouse with a day/night cycle of 16 (26°C–28°C)/8 (22°C–24°C) h under supplemental light from Master Sun-T PIA Agro 400 or Master Sun-T PIA Plus 600 W Na lights (Philips).

Plant Treatments

For experiments presented in Figure 4, plants of all genotypes were allowed to elongate to provide possibilities for egg deposition by adult Trichobaris mucorea weevils. At the end of the field season when all plants were in the late-flowering stage of growth, the plants were dug up and all branches were slit lengthwise and T. mucorea larvae were counted. All lines tested were randomized across the field plot and fully interspersed among EV/wild-type plants as controls.

Data shown in Figure 6 were obtained by treating plants grown in the glasshouse. To simulate the damage from T. mucorea larvae feeding, stems were mechanically wounded with an insect pin (1 mm in diameter) to produce nine puncture wounds along a 10-cm section of the stem starting from the base of the stem just above the attachment of the rosette leaves. These puncture wounds were immediately filled with 20 µL of Manduca sexta OS (diluted 1:1 with water) or with water only with a syringe. Control plants remained untreated. Pith was excaved from stems with a razor blade.

Pith Choice Assays

To experimentally determine the preferences of T. mucorea larvae among the different piths of the different genotypes, the stems of the different genotypes shown in Figure 5 were slit lengthwise and combined with size-matched mirror image halves of stems of wild-type plants (see Supplemental Fig. S1 for the experimental setup). One-third to one-fourth instar larva was placed into an approximate 1-mm³ crevice excavated into the pith on both halves of the stem sandwich. This paired design with wild-type piths was chosen to allow for the use larvae of different instars. The two halves were wrapped together with parafilm (www.parafilm.com). Stems were kept hydrated and held in a vertical position by placing them on wet tissues inside a drying oven for 6 d at 80°C and placing them individually into Eppendorf tubes. Approximately 100 mg of excised pith, obtained from 10-cm basal stem segments were also placed individually into Eppendorf tubes. Leaf and pith samples were dried in a drying oven for 6 d at 80°C. Masses were determined before and after drying to calculate water loss.

Statistical Analysis

Data presented in Figure 6 and Supplemental Figure S4 were analyzed with Statview 5.0 (SAS Institute). Data were transformed if they did not meet the assumption of homoschedacity. All other statistical analyses were performed using the publically available software R (R Development Core43) and the libraries therein (http://www.r-project.org/).

Supplemental Data

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Figure S1. Experimental setup for T. mucorea pith choice assay.

Supplemental Figure S2. Pl activity in N. attenuata leaves and pith.

Supplemental Figure S3. Dry mass/fresh mass of leaves and pith of N. attenuata.

Supplemental Figure S4. Diterpene glycone levels in pith of GGPPS plants are lower than in pith of wild-type N. attenuata plants.

Supplemental Figure S5. Planting times and average infestation percentages of T. mucorea in N. attenuata wild-type plants.
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